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Abstract –In this paper a structure for direct 4-BIT
XOR/XNOR logic cell is proposed. This structure is
proposed using pass transistor logic with FinFETs. This
structure has less delay for the reason that its critical
path consists of a minimum number of transistors. The
basic advantage of this circuit is their symmetry in the
logic. This design has a full voltage swing at the outputs
and hence it has the good driving capability. The
proposed design produces perfect outputs, even at low
voltages and at high frequencies with the lesser
transistor count. The proposed design is simulated using
Cadence 20 nm FinFET technology at various supply
voltages assorting from +0.6 V to +0.9 V.
The
simulation results illustrate that the proposed design has
less delay and as well as less power consumption.

flicker noise levels, it is suitable for analog and digital
applications [3].
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In recent years, there has been an enormous gain in
the use of electrical and electronic equipment in the
biomedical field for the clinical and research
functions. Many types of instrumentation systems are
applied in hospitals for diagnostic and remedial uses.
For example, to measure and process the human blood
parameters like glucose, blood pressure, oxygen etc
the electronic arithmetic circuitry is used. The glucose
levels are normally in the range of 70 to 120 mg/dL,
normal blood pressure is 120/80 and oxygen saturation
value is approximately 75 to 99 %. And the human
body temperature (98.6°F) is also measured with these
arithmetic circuits using sensors. The demand for low
voltage/low power circuits are increased in the
biomedical instrumentation systems [4]-[10].

I.

INTRODUCTION

The primary impediments of CMOS technology in
sub micron/threshold region are high sub-threshold
and gate dielectric leakage currents. To overcome
these problems the double gate FinFET devices are the
substitutes. It has lower gate leakage, stronger gate
control and the ability to reduce short channel effects.
Due to these superior characteristics FinFET device is
found advantageous in terms of speed, sizing of
transistors and performance in sub- micron/threshold
regions. Top view of the double gate FinFET structure
[1] and its symbol are shown in Fig. 1. The FinFET
presents the double-gate silicon-on-insulator device,
one among geometries being introduced to avoid the
effects of short channels and mitigate drain-induced
barrier lowering. A narrow channel placed between
source and drain is named as “fin”. A thin insulating
oxide layer on either side of the fin isolates it from the
gate. FinFETs with a thick oxide on top of the fin are
called double-gate FinFETs. In gain to having
excellent channel control, the FinFET transistors are
also offered approximately twice the on-current
compared to the planar MOSFETs because of the dual
gates, yet without increasing channel doping. This is
one of the major advantages for the carrier mobility
and results in a low gate leakage simultaneously. All
drawbacks should overcome by these types of FinFET
devices and also it is suitable for emerging nano scale
device technologies. To design a low power, efficient
complex circuit, it is more flexible and easy to use
FinFETs with independent gates [2]. At low +Vdd value
the FinFET provide higher drive currents and lower
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Figure 1. (a) Top view of double gate FinFET structure and (b) its
symbol.

With the advent of portability the need for low
power and high performance circuits have been
increasing significantly. Many of the low power
circuits use XOR/XNOR logic gates as one of the
basic blocks of the applications such as full adder,
parity checker, multiplier, comparator and in error
control encoders and decoders [11]-[26]. Hence it is
used extensively in many VLSI systems as a part of
the critical path that determines the overall
performance of the system. So enhancing the
performance of the XOR and XNOR gates plays an
important role.
In this paper a low voltage operated FinFET based
direct 4-bit XOR/XNOR circuit is proposed which is
found more suitable for the stated biomedical
applications. The proposed structure can be extended
for 8-bit, 16 bit etc. The proposed structure has high
operating speed at low voltages and this proposed
FinFET device XOR/XNOR cells work at sub-micron
region with less leakage currents.

The remaining section of the paper is organized as
follows. In section II, proposed 4 and 8 BIT input
XOR/XNOR structure implementation is briefly stated
and section III explains simulation results and finally
section IV conclude the paper.
II.

PROPOSED 4-BIT AND 8-BIT INPUT
XOR/XNOR STRUCTURES

In futuristic portable devices, the supply voltage is
decreased to bring down the power dissipation. As the
supply voltage is scaled down below the threshold
voltage, the normal MOSFET device cannot be used
due to lower ION/IOFF ratio which may however reduce
the static power dissipation. The power consumption
becomes a major setback for further scaling. The
continued reduction of MOSFET size is contributing
to increased leakage current due to short channel
effects. A promising alternative for MOSFET which
does not suffer from these limitations is FinFET.
FinFET is used as an substitute for low power
applications due to its higher sub threshold swing,
extremely low off state current (IOFF) and excellent
sub-threshold characteristics. Hence FinFET transistor
has invited a lot of attention for analog and RF
applications. Also the dynamic power dissipation will
get decreased in FinFET since the operating voltage is
very low.
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(consists of FinFETs Ip2-In2) coming out
metastabilty increases exponentially with time.

In Fig. 2, logic is constructed using 8 n-FinFET
transistors and two inverters. The working of the
proposed 4 input XOR/XNOR structure can be better
analyzed by considering the complete set of input
signals ABCD = 0000, 0001, 0010, 0011, 0100, 0101,
0110, 0111, 1000, 1001, 1010, 1011, 1100, 1101,
1110, 1111.
For example, in Fig. 2, for ‘0000’ combination of
inputs the transistors T1, T3 and T5 are switched ON so
that the full logic ‘0’ i.e. input D is passed to XOR
output and full logic ‘1’ is produced at the XNOR
output through the inverterI1. When an input pattern is
‘0001’, the transistors T1, T3 and T5 are switched ON
so that degraded logic ‘1’ is generated at XOR output,
then the transistors in the inverters In1 and Ip2 forms,
feedback loop to produce full logics at the both XOR
and XNOR outputs. For ABCD = ‘1101’, then the
transistors T2, T4 and T7 are switched ON and input Dl
i.e. full logic ‘0’ is passed to the output of XNOR and
full logic ‘1’ is generated at the output XOR through
inverter I2. For ABCD = ‘1100’, then the transistors
T2, T4 and T7 are switched ON and input Dl i.e the
degraded logic ‘1’ is passed to the output of XNOR
then the transistors in the inverters In2 and Ip1 forms a
feedback loop to produce full logics at both XOR and
XNOR outputs. A similar operation applies to the rest
of the cases.
Fig. 3 shows the extended structure of Fig. 2 for 8BIT input XOR/XNOR logic circuit. Fig. 3 operation
is similar to the structure in Fig. 2 which is already
presented, so that they are not included here to avoid
repetition and also simulation results.
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Figure 2. Proposed structure for 4-BIT input XOR/XNOR circuit

The proposed structure of 4-BIT input
XOR/XNOR is shown in Fig. 2. This structure is
constructed using Pass Transistor Logic (PTL) and
two inverters. In Fig. 2, the logic is implemented with
n-FinFET transistors and it requires complementary
input signals. The proposed structure is symmetric and
simple. All the inputs except the least significant input
acts as control signals and the least significant input
and/or the complementary of this least significant
input is passed to the outputs. The back to back
connection of these two inverters acts as restoration
logic to get a full swing since the pass transistor logic
has the threshold voltage loss problem. In any digital
system, when two asynchronous signals combine in
such a way that their resulting output goes to an
indeterminate state is called meta-stability [27]. In the
proposed Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 structures the probability of
an inverter (consists of FinFETs Ip1-In1) and inverter
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Figure 3. Structure for 8-BIT input XOR/XNOR circuit

III.

SIMULATION RESULTS

Four BIT input XOR/XNOR circuit shown Fig. 2
was simulated using Cadence 20 nm FinFET
technology at various supply rail voltages from +0.6 V
to +0.9 V. Simulations were carried out to exhibit the
effect of different supply rail voltages to the output
swing of the proposed Fig 2. Here the transient
response of Fig. 2 is shown at the voltage of +0.6 V in
Fig. 4. From the Fig. 4 it is to be noted that the
proposed circuit is giving full swing operation. Table 1
shows the transistor count for different circuits of
proposed structure and cascaded structures. When
compared to cascaded circuits the proposed structure
takes less number of transistors. Fig. 2 circuit’s
propagation delay and dynamic power dissipation are
shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively.

Figure 6. Simulated dynamic power dissipation Vs Voltage.
TABLE I.

COMPARATIVE TRANSISTOR COUNT OF CANDIDATE
DESIGNS

S.No

Fan-in of
XOR/
XNOR
Circuit

No. of
transistors

1.

4

20 [Fig. 2]

2.

8

44 [Fig. 3]

IV.

Figure 4. Input and output waveforms of 4-input XOR/XNOR
Circuit

By cascading of 2 input
XOR/XNOR gates
No. of transistors [ref]
30 [11], 24 [12], 36 [13],
30 [13], 42 [13], 30 [14]
70 [11], 56 [12], 84 [13],
70 [13], 98 [13], 70 [14]

CONCLUSION

The proposed structure for 4-BIT input
XOR/XNOR circuit is symmetric and simple. This
structure is proposed using pass transistor logic with
FinFETs. This structure has less delay for the reason
that its critical path consists of a minimum number of
transistors. The basic advantage of these circuits is that
their symmetry in the logic makes them easy to layout.
The proposed design produces perfect outputs, even at
low voltages and at high frequencies with the lesser
transistor count. The new design structure was
simulated using Cadence 20 nm FinFET technology
with a supply rail voltage ranging from +0.6 V to +0.9
V. The simulation results illustrate that the proposed
design has less delay as well as less power
consumption.
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